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How many ACTHow many ACT
psychiatrists does itpsychiatrists does it
take to screw in atake to screw in a

light bulb?light bulb?



None!None!
The OT tries to get the client The OT tries to get the client 
to do it, the client refuses to do it, the client refuses 
and tells her to and tells her to ““Go to hell!Go to hell!””, , 
so she does it herself, and so she does it herself, and 
then gets flack from other then gets flack from other 
team members for fostering team members for fostering 
dependencedependence……



Historical TidbitHistorical Tidbit
ACT emerged in 1970 to try and do ACT emerged in 1970 to try and do 
something to help all the something to help all the ““treatment treatment 
failuresfailures”” –– people left hospital well people left hospital well 
but were back very soonbut were back very soon……
Interestingly, Dr. Leonard Stein, Interestingly, Dr. Leonard Stein, 
then a psychiatry resident, thought then a psychiatry resident, thought 
schizophrenia was a lifestyle choice schizophrenia was a lifestyle choice 
and he simply wanted to help people and he simply wanted to help people 
live at home (the heady early days of live at home (the heady early days of 
the antipsychiatry movement the antipsychiatry movement ––
Szasz et al)Szasz et al)



How are ACT teams different fromHow are ACT teams different from
other community treatment teams?other community treatment teams?

community based in-vivo interventions 
the ability to provide rapid and intensive responses 
long-term and full clinical responsibility for 
individuals with serious and persistent mental 
illness. 
multidisciplinary teams working as teams 
low staff: client ratios (often 1: 8/10)
providing flexible, all inclusive care 
often a program of last resort - the alternative is 
frequent or permanent hospitalization
“doers not brokers”
better outcomes
cost effective



Our ACT WorldOur ACT World
Boundary shifts were hard at firstBoundary shifts were hard at first
Nice rug, nice couchNice rug, nice couch
Breathe through your mouthBreathe through your mouth
Last mealLast meal
Lying, drug seeking, anger, rejection, Lying, drug seeking, anger, rejection, 
dangerdanger
The endless lack of motivationThe endless lack of motivation
Intruder, psychiatric police, coercionIntruder, psychiatric police, coercion
Compassionate advocatesCompassionate advocates
Helping people fit into a world that fears Helping people fit into a world that fears 
and rejects and silences themand rejects and silences them
High staff turnover and burnout ratesHigh staff turnover and burnout rates



What makes ACT successful?What makes ACT successful?
(and from whose perspective?)(and from whose perspective?)

Objectively the endpoints are clearly good:
– better health 

– better relationships

– better housing 

– better food

– fewer hospitalizations

– fewer suicide attempts/completions 



Subjectively, for some, the means are 
clearly bad:
– forced medication adherence 

– threats of hospitalization 

– loss of freedom 

– living in a world where strangers keep telling 
you that you have an illness…



In many countries of the world our clients In many countries of the world our clients 
would be in chains or cages or locked would be in chains or cages or locked 
rooms for their entire lives.rooms for their entire lives.

The work we do was initially a response to The work we do was initially a response to 
deinstitutionalization, but it has become a deinstitutionalization, but it has become a 
paradigm for clinical success and serves paradigm for clinical success and serves 
as a model that engenders respect for as a model that engenders respect for 
each client in their struggle for health and each client in their struggle for health and 
meaning.meaning.……

The work we do is importantThe work we do is important……



Comments on team compositionComments on team composition

Research shows, “positive attributes, such 
as social intelligence, warmth, flexibility, 
initiative, persistence, pragmatism, “street 
smarts,” clinical skills, recovery beliefs, and 
an ability to work in vivo—in naturalistic 
community environments—and collaborate 
with team members, are helpful in providing 
ACT. Experience in traditional office-based 
mental health programs is not necessarily a 
good predictor of success as an ACT team 
member.” (Maria Monroe-DeVita 2012)



Comments on team compositionComments on team composition

To those qualities, I would add 
wisdom, the capacity for deep 
empathy, and a well developed 
moral character, along with a 
posture of openness, curiosity, and 
irrepressible optimism.
Interestingly, the research also 
shows that competencies are more 
important than credentials (this has 
cost implications).



Comments on Peer SupportComments on Peer Support
16 studies, 8 RCTs
Peer support improved engagement but did not 
affect:
– Client Satisfaction
– Re-hospitalization
– Social function
– Symptom burden

Wright-Berryman et al, JAPNA, 2011

A peer specialist has another role: witness A peer specialist has another role: witness 
and teacher and ethical prodand teacher and ethical prod……

(living without touch(living without touch……))



Morality vs EthicsMorality vs Ethics

What I valueWhat I value……
Morality: right vs wrong (conscience, Morality: right vs wrong (conscience, 

intuition, personal values, emotion)intuition, personal values, emotion)

The justification for what I valueThe justification for what I value……
Ethics: reflection that is based on the Ethics: reflection that is based on the 

human capacity for reasoning and gets human capacity for reasoning and gets 
expressed through formal systematic expressed through formal systematic 
theorytheory



My Inner Moral WorldMy Inner Moral World……
What guides your thinking? What drives your What guides your thinking? What drives your 
heart? How did you learn these things? heart? How did you learn these things? 

(Jesuit expression(Jesuit expression……))
Playground rules: Playground rules: ““ThatThat’’s not fair!s not fair!””, bullying, the , bullying, the 
tyranny of normaltyranny of normal

The rationality of emotionsThe rationality of emotions

Rules: Do unto othersRules: Do unto others……

Me/them (internalized stigma)Me/them (internalized stigma)



My Inner Moral WorldMy Inner Moral World……
Moral character (e.g. honesty) vs Moral character (e.g. honesty) vs 
performance character (e.g. performance character (e.g. 
tenacious, socially skilled)  tenacious, socially skilled)  
($5 in the till($5 in the till……))

Are you still learning? I hope so! You Are you still learning? I hope so! You 
have to with the grey areas you have to with the grey areas you 
encounter and the new experiences encounter and the new experiences 
that lack prior context. But most that lack prior context. But most 
moral stances are pretty firmly set as moral stances are pretty firmly set as 
adultsadults……and hence some clashes.and hence some clashes.



My Inner Moral WorldMy Inner Moral World……

Is cheating on taxes OK? Is taking Is cheating on taxes OK? Is taking 
pens home from work OK? Is pens home from work OK? Is 
downloading movies OK? Do you get downloading movies OK? Do you get 
a flu shot to protect your clients?a flu shot to protect your clients?



My Inner Moral WorldMy Inner Moral World……

Are you wise? Will you do what you Are you wise? Will you do what you 
think is right? (hospital janitorthink is right? (hospital janitor……))
Doing ethics doesnDoing ethics doesn’’t make you an t make you an 
ethical or a good personethical or a good person……
Sentenced to ethicsSentenced to ethics……
““Ethics discussions donEthics discussions don’’t build t build 
character, they reveal charactercharacter, they reveal character””



My Inner Moral WorldMy Inner Moral World……

Do you go along to get along?Do you go along to get along?
Where are the moral heroes?Where are the moral heroes?

“Displays of moral courage sow 
discord and make a lot of people 
uncomfortable ... It is never easy to 
incur the wrath of an offended 
majority, to ‘fall out of step with 
one’s tribe.”

Susan Sontag



My Inner Moral WorldMy Inner Moral World……

“The cost of discipleship, the pain of 
principle, the supremacy of personal 
conscience and the isolation that 
comes with defiance are all exacting 
standards that most of us shy away 
from…”

Michael Higgins 



Ethics Theories Used in PsychiatryEthics Theories Used in Psychiatry

1) professional ethics (e.g. duty to society1) professional ethics (e.g. duty to society
vs duty to patient)vs duty to patient)

2) virtue ethics (ethics of care):2) virtue ethics (ethics of care):
desirable qualities in an ethical agentdesirable qualities in an ethical agent

3) Principle3) Principle--based ethics (autonomy,based ethics (autonomy,
beneficence, nonmaleficence, beneficence, nonmaleficence, 
distributive justice, etc)distributive justice, etc)



Ethics Theories Used in PsychiatryEthics Theories Used in Psychiatry
4) Casuistry: paradigm cases as precedents  4) Casuistry: paradigm cases as precedents  

(e.g. Tarasoff & duty to warn)(e.g. Tarasoff & duty to warn)

5) Utilitarianism (greatest good for5) Utilitarianism (greatest good for……))

6) Deontological (universally true for all6) Deontological (universally true for all
time)time)



Ethics Theories Used in PsychiatryEthics Theories Used in Psychiatry
7) Discourse ethics (situational, post7) Discourse ethics (situational, post--

modernist, feminist): ethical norms modernist, feminist): ethical norms 
are generated through discourse are generated through discourse 
within a context in which all within a context in which all 
members can express their viewsmembers can express their views

Real world ethics discussions Real world ethics discussions 
inevitably involve appeal to, or noninevitably involve appeal to, or non--
explicit use of, the previous 7 explicit use of, the previous 7 
theories along with whatever other theories along with whatever other 
persuasive strategies we have persuasive strategies we have 
learned on the battleground of daily learned on the battleground of daily 
life.life.



Example of an Ethics StrategyExample of an Ethics Strategy

The Rawlsian The Rawlsian ““Veil of Veil of 
IgnoranceIgnorance””

(a technique for weighing distributive (a technique for weighing distributive 
justice)justice)



Ethics in PsychiatryEthics in Psychiatry

No one theory is adequate for the No one theory is adequate for the 
complexities of psychiatric practicecomplexities of psychiatric practice

Why? Unique vulnerability of mental Why? Unique vulnerability of mental 
health clients, unique power health clients, unique power 
relationships, unique relationship of relationships, unique relationship of 
psychiatry to the law and social psychiatry to the law and social 
institutionsinstitutions



Ethics in PsychiatryEthics in Psychiatry

Psychiatry is a socially constructed Psychiatry is a socially constructed 
enterprise, continually evolvingenterprise, continually evolving……

Nazi psychiatrists to REBsNazi psychiatrists to REBs……
Codes of ethics (e.g. ati diki)Codes of ethics (e.g. ati diki)
Disease classification (DSM V)Disease classification (DSM V)
Treatments (analysis, DBS)Treatments (analysis, DBS)
Neuroscience (do we have free will?)Neuroscience (do we have free will?)
What counts as normal? (neurodiversity What counts as normal? (neurodiversity 
movement)movement)
Special Olympics: Special Olympics: ““I have WinnerI have Winner’’s s 
SyndromeSyndrome””



Ethics in PsychiatryEthics in Psychiatry

The Goal: The Goal: ““To achieve a To achieve a balancebalance
between universal human values and between universal human values and 
the particularism of different the particularism of different 
psychiatrists working in different psychiatrists working in different 
societies at different points in societies at different points in 
historyhistory…”…” (Brodwin 2008)(Brodwin 2008)

How do we do this? With How do we do this? With virtuousvirtuous
mental health cliniciansmental health clinicians……



Moral DiscourseMoral Discourse
““The Coproduction of Moral Discourse in The Coproduction of Moral Discourse in 
U.S. Community PsychiatryU.S. Community Psychiatry””

A two year ethnographic study of ACTA two year ethnographic study of ACT
(ethnography: the study and systematic (ethnography: the study and systematic 
recording of human cultures)recording of human cultures)

Paul Brodwin, anthropologist, Paul Brodwin, anthropologist, 
University of Wisconsin University of Wisconsin 

Medical Anthropology Quarterly V.22, Issue 2, 2008Medical Anthropology Quarterly V.22, Issue 2, 2008



Moral Discourse in ACT CultureMoral Discourse in ACT Culture
When you started your ACT job you entered an When you started your ACT job you entered an 
established culture with:established culture with:
rules (e.g. confidentiality, consent)rules (e.g. confidentiality, consent)
policies (college, hospital, legal)policies (college, hospital, legal)
duties (e.g. ORB monitoring)duties (e.g. ORB monitoring)
particular interpersonal norms (e.g. particular interpersonal norms (e.g. 
assertiveness, coercion, respect)assertiveness, coercion, respect)
expectations of mutual support (teamwork, expectations of mutual support (teamwork, 
safety)safety)
black humourblack humour
mandates (TAP, provincial standards)mandates (TAP, provincial standards)
values (e.g. recovery, rehab)values (e.g. recovery, rehab)
consumer rights and movement as a backdropconsumer rights and movement as a backdrop
mental health reform in the wingsmental health reform in the wings



Moral Discourse on ACT TeamsMoral Discourse on ACT Teams

We navigate culturally complex waters We navigate culturally complex waters 
and personal reference points are not and personal reference points are not 
enough when making ethical argumentsenough when making ethical arguments……

““Ethical black boxesEthical black boxes”” (the big unwritten rule (the big unwritten rule 
books) have shaped:books) have shaped:

Regulatory paperwork and formsRegulatory paperwork and forms
The mandates and microThe mandates and micro--politics of staffpolitics of staff--
client interactionsclient interactions
The idealized selfThe idealized self--image of frontimage of front--line ACT line ACT 
staffstaff



Moral Discourse on ACT TeamsMoral Discourse on ACT Teams
When a substantial moral conflict arises, a When a substantial moral conflict arises, a 
black box is set right on the discussion black box is set right on the discussion 
table. table. 

The craftsmanship, history, and layers of The craftsmanship, history, and layers of 
ethics can be appreciated if exploredethics can be appreciated if explored……And And 
you can stop at the level needed to you can stop at the level needed to 
restore functional balance restore functional balance to the clinical to the clinical 
culture and get on with the jobculture and get on with the job

(Russian nesting dolls with theoretical (Russian nesting dolls with theoretical 
layerslayers……)  )  



The Ethical Issues

The “ethical issues associated with assertive community
care reflect traditional rehabilitation dilemmas”: 

Issues of Autonomy
empowerment versus neglect 
care versus control 
respect for autonomy versus intervention

Issues of Privacy and Confidentiality 

Conflicts of DutyConflicts of Duty



The Ethical Issues

Assertiveness vs Coercion 
an issue with particular relevance to 

ACT.

ACT motto: “Doing whatever is
needed to keep the client well.”



Why are ACT teams a hot bed for theWhy are ACT teams a hot bed for the
generation of ethical issues?generation of ethical issues?
small staff-client ratios (intimate knowledge of 
client’s life story)
intensity of involvement 
infiltration into all aspects of client’s life
engagement in activities usually limited to friends 
or family
severity of client’s illness (impaired insight and 
capacity is common)
ACT teams intervene directly, repeatedly
ACT staff inevitably expose their personal values 
in team meetings

“Familiarity begets certain liberties, and 
certain liberties beget conflict.”



Our Daily BusinessOur Daily Business

“Staff are busy trying to prevent 
mayhem…the constraints of 
confidentiality, voluntariness, and other 
moral requirements whose application to 
the community treatment context is 
unclear often seem to be issues of 
bureaucratic nicety.”

(Diamond & Wikler 1985)



When confronted by the chaos of a tense 
clinical situation some staff respond with 
greater control and paternalism that then 
continues in order to prevent things getting 
out of control again.

All of the above leads to more ethical 
confrontation and conflicts with and 
between personal and team philosophies.



Clients often welcome help with their social 
needs (e.g. housing, finances) but ACT 
engagement and treatment plans inexorably 
foist medical and safety interventions upon them 
as well.

Even with verbal abuse of ACT staff we still don’t 
stop seeing our clients. And we keep showing up 
even when repeatedly fired.

“Is treatment that won’t go away ethical?”
(Stovall, 2001)



The Ethical BalanceThe Ethical Balance

Team members proceed as though a new 
consent is implied with each successive 
encounter following a firing. When living it, 
it seems self evident that there is a 
flexibility inherent in a long term 
community relationship that is not 
paralleled in sporadic office based contact 
or occasional inpatient admissions. 



The Ethical BalanceThe Ethical Balance

The paradox is that outreach efforts 
actually increase when a client tries to 
stop care (Stovall 2001). There seems to 
be clear staff understanding and a shared 
commitment to the notion that we don’t 
ever go away…even when someone is 
well enough to decline care.



AssertiveAssertive CommunityCommunity
Treatment: WhatTreatment: What’’s in a Name?s in a Name?

Is it possible to be assertive without also being 
coercive at the same time given client 
vulnerability, dependence on care, stigma, 
poverty, and power differentials? Some argue 
that it is not.
If assertiveness always entails a tincture of 
coercion, do the improved outcomes (particularly 
in clients who lack insight or consistent capacity) 
justify staying the current social and policy 
course?



AssertivenessAssertiveness
Can I coerce someone (threats or rewards) in a way that 
is not disabling? Can I push towards health or provoke 
an empowered response? 

Letting clients make mistakes is different than letting 
them make life damaging mistakes (squandering rent 
money, illegal activity, etc.). 

There is something persuasive about the rationale that 
the graver the consequence the greater the duty to 
intervene and override.



AssertivenessAssertiveness
This, in fact, often seems an adequate 
justification; but ACT teams step in over a lot of 
things that don’t seem at all grave. And they do it 
with “capable” individuals.

As an adult I have earned the right to make my 
own mistakes, but how big can the mistakes be 
before duty calls another to step in? 

(In Canada, a capable person is free to refuse 
even easily administered, painless, lifesaving 
care.)



““DonDon’’t call the cops, wet call the cops, we are the cops!are the cops!””

ACT staff are in the risk assessment and management 
business which does make us agents of social security 
and social control. The perception of being ‘psychiatric 
police’ is not helped by the reality that many clients are 
regularly seen by staff with police officers in tow, or that 
ORB clients must see us to be allowed to live in the 
community.

The challenge: balancing the needs and safety of the 
community with the needs and safety of the individual. 
ACT staff must juggle these split allegiances all the while 

maintaining a therapeutic alliance.



A Different Kind of Ethical Defense ofA Different Kind of Ethical Defense of
ACT InterventionsACT Interventions

How do we justify what we do in
cases where the client is clearly
capable at some level?



Some proferred justifications for ourSome proferred justifications for our

intrusive behaviours:intrusive behaviours:

ACT is less intrusive than the alternative - the four walls 
of an institution. 

Fidelity is hoisted to the top of the guiding principle 
pyramid because: “Fidelity serves to remind us that 
clients have a claim on us that endures even when they 
refuse the treatment we offer” (Christensen 1995) 

Clients will come to appreciate all that we have done for 
them in time. 



More JustificationsMore Justifications
It is acceptable that I intervene in the name of ‘caring’.

If I were this sick I would want someone to ‘take over’ for 
me.

“Best interests” must sometimes override autonomy.

Paternalism is justifiable on the grounds of avoiding 
greater evils befalling the person, and when exercised 
from a beneficent posture in accord with the maxim, “Do 
as little harm as possible”.



JustificationJustification

While important, these lines of argument 
do not seem to fully capture what I think is 
really happening in the relationship…



Key Point: AttachmentKey Point: Attachment
Fosters DevelopmentFosters Development

Almost all of the clients on ACT Teams developed their 
illness in their late teens and early twenties, most had 
social difficulties in an extended prodrome, and all have 
impaired relational abilities.

Development happens in and through relationships, 
which means ACT clients have impaired adaptive 
functioning. You cannot be ill for a long time without 
necessarily becoming developmentally stuck in some 
operational domains.

How do you help someone get unstuck when they have 
never had the health-based opportunity to learn how to 
do it themselves?



A Different Kind of JustificationA Different Kind of Justification
We override autonomy because we believe, as a 
parent might, that clients sometimes cannot 
make a good decision that is truly in keeping 
with a broader and implicit duty or desire to live 
life well, to be whole, fulfilled, and flourish; to find 
purpose and meaning in their suffering and 
travails; and to grow within loving relationships. 
We do this not because someone is incapable in 
a legal sense, but rather in a broader 
developmental or existential sense.



Deep EmpathyDeep Empathy
Doing it right morally takes humility and requires 
openness to learning the way together, which in 
turn requires empathy, sensitivity, and 
attunement to a rich and turbulent inner life flow.

The paradox: a skilled clinician’s intimate 
awareness of the individual’s strengths and 
weaknesses opens the door to vulnerability and 
conflict but also serves as the privileged 
knowledge that opens the door to privileged 
action.



Over time, theOver time, the relationshiprelationship betweenbetween
ACT staff and clients is more like:ACT staff and clients is more like:

A worried siblingA worried sibling
A proud motherA proud mother
A nosy but well meaning motherA nosy but well meaning mother--inin--
lawlaw
A wise uncleA wise uncle
A surrogate familyA surrogate family
A supportive villageA supportive village

And less and less like a boundary And less and less like a boundary 
constrained outpatient therapist.constrained outpatient therapist.



Developmental ScaffoldingDevelopmental Scaffolding

A surrogate community has protective 
responsibilities and a role that aims at balancing 
intervention with gentle support, with the ultimate 
goal of independence and separation. 

“Our experience teaches us that the road to 
independence is through a period of healthy and 
supportive dependency. After all, we all became 
adults by slowly gaining our independence from 
our parents.”

( Burns T & Firn M 2002)



Developmental ScaffoldingDevelopmental Scaffolding

The ACT Team is the human scaffolding 
upon which what is lacking emotionally, 
developmentally, and interpersonally may 
develop. And with it, enhanced judgment 
and improved capacity.

The team will intervene when the risk is 
high as well as when you need help 
growing. And it doesn’t go away (your 
family should never abandon you).



How is this not unacceptable
paternalism?

Because it is about development, not
envelopment.

Because it is about love’s hand, not
control’s hammer.



From Persons Living with MentalFrom Persons Living with Mental
Illness:Illness:

“Even with case management a few years later, I would 
have a friendly visitor for one hour once a week. In 
reality she often cancelled our appointments to deal with 
some crisis, and over a two year period she never really 
learned who I was or what I needed. And that is just 
what an ACT team is, a team of professionals that 
values your life. They want you to become who you are, 
to recover as much as possible, to do and be the things 
you've always wanted. It's not coercive so much as a 
recognition of your human dignity.” (Ian Chovil  www.chovil.comwww.chovil.com)

“When you don’t give up on me I don’t give up on 
myself…” (a client)



The Ethics of NormalThe Ethics of Normal

What makes life worth living?What makes life worth living?

Topics:Topics: A Home, Work,A Home, Work,
Rituals, Graduations,Rituals, Graduations,
Play, Poverty, Family,Play, Poverty, Family,
Relationships, DeathRelationships, Death



A HomeA Home

Housing firstHousing first……
Mental Health Commission at Mental Health Commission at 
Home/Chez Soi study Home/Chez Soi study 
($110,000,000)($110,000,000)

A sense of being part of the A sense of being part of the 
community not a burden on the community not a burden on the 
community. (Ghettos? Rodneycommunity. (Ghettos? Rodney……))



WorkWork

Would you do any of the following jobs Would you do any of the following jobs 
at this stage of your life:at this stage of your life:

Sell pop and popcorn in the stands at Sell pop and popcorn in the stands at 
CFL football games?CFL football games?
Work as a cook at Kentucky Fried Work as a cook at Kentucky Fried 

Chicken? Chicken? 



WorkWork

Be a security guard at a movie Be a security guard at a movie 
theatre?theatre?
Clean hot tubs at an afterClean hot tubs at an after--ski ski 
facility?facility?
Be a car jockey at a rental agency?Be a car jockey at a rental agency?
Be a camp counselor?Be a camp counselor?
Be a high school supply teacher?Be a high school supply teacher?
Teach courses at a university?Teach courses at a university?



WorkWork

If you said If you said ““nono”” to any of the job to any of the job 
possibilities, would you change your possibilities, would you change your 
mind if you had to do it to feed your mind if you had to do it to feed your 
family?family?
Would you do it if you thought it was Would you do it if you thought it was 
a socially responsible and good thing a socially responsible and good thing 
to take part in our collective creation to take part in our collective creation 
of a civil society? of a civil society? 



WorkWork

Are some jobs only suitable for Are some jobs only suitable for 
slaves, lower classes, immigrants, slaves, lower classes, immigrants, 
high school drophigh school drop--outs, trailer park outs, trailer park 
boys, teenagers, women, or mentally boys, teenagers, women, or mentally 
ill people?ill people?
What social biases and prejudice What social biases and prejudice 
have permeated our collective have permeated our collective 
unconscious? Letunconscious? Let’’s make covert s make covert 
barriers overtbarriers overt……



WorkWork

Is every ACT client capable of Is every ACT client capable of 
working?working?
Too sick all the time? No energy? Too sick all the time? No energy? 
No motivation?No motivation?
Is my bias an unconsciously Is my bias an unconsciously 
insinuated impediment that insinuated impediment that 
supports a clientsupports a client’’s sense of s sense of 
entitlement or helplessness?entitlement or helplessness?



WorkWork

Yes, every single ACT client Yes, every single ACT client 
can work, can work, under the right under the right 
conditionsconditions……a ramp upa ramp up……

Assisted, supported, modified, Assisted, supported, modified, 
adapted, partadapted, part--time, seasonal, time, seasonal, 
volunteervolunteer……

ClubhousesClubhouses……



WorkWork

All work is nobleAll work is noble
and enobling.and enobling.



RitualsRituals
The absurdity of The absurdity of ““tolerancetolerance”” (rather than (rather than 
love, respect and deep empathy)love, respect and deep empathy)
““Holiday treeHoliday tree””, ornaments removed, , ornaments removed, 
toiletry gift bags, gift solicitationtoiletry gift bags, gift solicitation
Celebrate every religious ritual, holiday, Celebrate every religious ritual, holiday, 
and ethnic/cultural delight possible and ethnic/cultural delight possible 
(Montreal hospital(Montreal hospital……))
What is your client doing on his/her What is your client doing on his/her 
birthday? (Cards, good wishes)birthday? (Cards, good wishes)
Anniversaries? (death of parent)Anniversaries? (death of parent)



RitualsRituals

Even a dog knows the difference Even a dog knows the difference 
between being kicked and between being kicked and 
tripped overtripped over……

Much is forgiven when someone Much is forgiven when someone 
knows you are just trying to find knows you are just trying to find 
a way to show you care.a way to show you care.



A tangent: Political CorrectnessA tangent: Political Correctness

Neutralizing or gutting an established Neutralizing or gutting an established 
tradition is not political correctness.tradition is not political correctness.
““Political correctnessPolitical correctness”” is a way of is a way of 
controlling negative reactions to controlling negative reactions to 
difference difference –– reactions that produce reactions that produce 
exclusion and discrimination.exclusion and discrimination.
It is a necessary beginning to deep It is a necessary beginning to deep 
transformational experiences that transformational experiences that 
will be generations in the making.will be generations in the making.



GraduationsGraduations

StepStep--up! (not up! (not ““step downstep down””))
Graduation (not Graduation (not ““dischargedischarge””))
Recovery levelsRecovery levels……celebrate the celebrate the 

successessuccesses……serve as a positive serve as a positive 
mirrormirror……gradualgradual……incrementalincremental……
Reality: Some clients will never be Reality: Some clients will never be 
discharged and relapse data post discharged and relapse data post 
ACT are worrisome...ACT are worrisome...



PlayPlay

Golf, floor hockey, parties, movies, Golf, floor hockey, parties, movies, 
musicmusic……
No budget!!!No budget!!!
No canoeing, no swimming (liability No canoeing, no swimming (liability 
costs costs –– what do we value?)what do we value?)
Do you ask about and encourage Do you ask about and encourage 
holidays?holidays?



PovertyPoverty

Black reportBlack report
ODSPODSP
Food banksFood banks
Added stigma: Every client you meet Added stigma: Every client you meet 
has been pushed to where they are.has been pushed to where they are.

Bus shelter designBus shelter design……
A penny for your thoughtsA penny for your thoughts……



A Penny for your Thoughts: OurA Penny for your Thoughts: Our
Social BackdropSocial Backdrop

Should we pay noncompliant clients to Should we pay noncompliant clients to 
take their meds when all else fails?take their meds when all else fails?

Financial incentive programs have helped Financial incentive programs have helped 
with tuberculosis treatment compliance; with tuberculosis treatment compliance; 
encouraged dental care, weight loss, encouraged dental care, weight loss, 
cocaine abstinence, births, stopping cocaine abstinence, births, stopping 
pregnant moms from smoking and pregnant moms from smoking and 
drinking, getting parents to take kids to drinking, getting parents to take kids to 
the doctorthe doctor……lots of good stufflots of good stuff……



A Penny for your ThoughtsA Penny for your Thoughts

70 % of psychiatric patients do not 70 % of psychiatric patients do not 
take their meds as prescribedtake their meds as prescribed

By introducing payment into the By introducing payment into the 
equation, will voluntary adherence equation, will voluntary adherence 
falter or disappear?falter or disappear?
Does paying for adherence Does paying for adherence 
undermine the basis for informed undermine the basis for informed 
consent?consent?



A Penny for your ThoughtsA Penny for your Thoughts

In a survey, 50 of 75 Managers of In a survey, 50 of 75 Managers of 
ACT Teams in Britain said paying ACT Teams in Britain said paying 
cash for compliance is unethicalcash for compliance is unethical

We already use strong incentives and We already use strong incentives and 
coercion (reward or punishment) coercion (reward or punishment) 
with ACT clients (coffee, outings, with ACT clients (coffee, outings, 
housing, admissions). Why is cash housing, admissions). Why is cash 
different?different?



A Penny for your ThoughtsA Penny for your Thoughts

British ACT managers feared money British ACT managers feared money 
was too coercive with poor clients was too coercive with poor clients 
and would affect the therapeutic and would affect the therapeutic 
relationship (make clients suspicious)relationship (make clients suspicious)
In 2003 a British ACT team offered In 2003 a British ACT team offered 
to pay 5 clients $10to pay 5 clients $10--$30 for each $30 for each 
injection of medicationinjection of medication
4 accepted4 accepted……



A Penny for your ThoughtsA Penny for your Thoughts

Outcome: Outcome: 
better compliancebetter compliance
more likely to stay in independent more likely to stay in independent 
accommodationaccommodation
fewer problems with neighbours and fewer problems with neighbours and 
the policethe police
no admissionsno admissions

Just coincidence? Attributable to Just coincidence? Attributable to 
other supportive ACT elements?other supportive ACT elements?



A Penny for your ThoughtsA Penny for your Thoughts

So spending a bit may save a lot of So spending a bit may save a lot of 
money for the systemmoney for the system……

How to selectHow to select……
Just those who lack insight?Just those who lack insight?
High risk for nonHigh risk for non--compliance?compliance?
History of violence?History of violence?
Heaviest users of services?Heaviest users of services?
All other interventions, persuasions, All other interventions, persuasions, 
and coercive techniques have failed?and coercive techniques have failed?



A Penny for your ThoughtsA Penny for your Thoughts

Behavioural therapies are based on Behavioural therapies are based on 
explicit and consistent rewardsexplicit and consistent rewards……

Is paying cash really immoral Is paying cash really immoral 
exploitation of the poor and exploitation of the poor and 
vulnerable, or just a more positive vulnerable, or just a more positive 
variation on what we do already?variation on what we do already?



A Penny for your ThoughtsA Penny for your Thoughts

Bonus question: Bonus question: 

Should we pay patients with drug Should we pay patients with drug 
induced metabolic syndrome to induced metabolic syndrome to 
exercise?exercise?

PS: I know one team that pays a PS: I know one team that pays a 
client $5 every time he showersclient $5 every time he showers……



FamilyFamily

Research shows most ACT staff Research shows most ACT staff 
underestimate the involvement of underestimate the involvement of 
familiesfamilies……family involvement equals family involvement equals 
better outcomesbetter outcomes……the time is well the time is well 
spent and if something goes wrong spent and if something goes wrong 
you have an ally not a lawsuityou have an ally not a lawsuit……

Partnerships & clear communicationPartnerships & clear communication
Family support groupsFamily support groups



RelationshipsRelationships

LonelinessLoneliness
Sexuality (feces fetish)Sexuality (feces fetish)
Falling in love: Falling in love: ““Do I disclose?Do I disclose?””
Phone in & online (dating?) Phone in & online (dating?) 
friendship site for people living with friendship site for people living with 
mental illness: stigmatizing or mental illness: stigmatizing or 
freeing?freeing?

ParentingParenting……



DeathDeath

The mean age of death of the homeless 
population is 40.5 years in North America 

(Song, 2007)

Persons with mental illness have a reduced life 
expectancy and die 13.5-32.5 years earlier than 
the average population (Everett, 2010)

Most deaths are from drug and alcohol use, 
suicide, accidental death and chronic diseases 

(Podymow, 2006)



DeathDeath

What does the client want in case of 
sudden death?
Why have a memorial?
Consistency for each client…
How to remember clients after the 
memorial…
Sensitivity to ACT staff needs for 
support…



Compassion Fatigue &Compassion Fatigue &
Moral StressMoral Stress

ACT staff show compassion for ACT staff show compassion for 
marginalized, stigmatized, marginalized, stigmatized, 
impoverished, suffering individualsimpoverished, suffering individuals
We constantly fight systems: lack of We constantly fight systems: lack of 
money, lack of housing, ignorance, money, lack of housing, ignorance, 
medical neglect, unemployment, medical neglect, unemployment, 
overt abuseovert abuse
Others donOthers don’’t do what we know to be t do what we know to be 
right and fair for our clientsright and fair for our clients……



Compassion Fatigue &Compassion Fatigue &
Moral StressMoral Stress

You repeatedly find yourself in You repeatedly find yourself in 
circumstances in which you are thwarted circumstances in which you are thwarted 
in your efforts to do what you believe is in your efforts to do what you believe is 
rightright…”…”nono--win situationswin situations””

Uncertainty and frustration engendered by Uncertainty and frustration engendered by 
barriers to good carebarriers to good care……
Sound familiar?Sound familiar?



Moral HeroesMoral Heroes

And yet still you fight the good fight!And yet still you fight the good fight!

I asked at the start of this talk, I asked at the start of this talk, 
““Where are the moral heroes?Where are the moral heroes?””

Here is my answerHere is my answer……
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